Contractor: Pike Industries, Inc.  

Bid Amount: $7,622,771.25

Percent Complete last approved pay estimate: 65.9%

Project Schedule: Completion date September 18, 2020.

Project Scope: The pavement rehabilitation work consists of milling and filling three 12 foot wide lanes and the median shoulder in both the north bound and the south bound lanes. There will be some milling and filling required at the northbound on-ramp at hotel and conference center and at the Exit 36 southbound on-ramp. The work also involves the removal of excess material in the median to restore proper drainage as well as guardrail installation and the maintenance of traffic.

Contractor Schedule: Crews have completed all south bound paving and majority of the south bound striping. The milling crew has been making steady progress milling the north bound lanes. A crack sealing crew has been filling minor cracks prior to placing surface pavement. In the median shoulder, three shoulder repair locations were discovered last week. The contractor will use a separate crew to do the shoulder repairs prior to placing surface pavement.